DHISIGMA
We help you in
- Double your coverage
- Effective and efficient coverage
- Market potential based target setting

ABOUT DHISIGMA
DhiSigma is a fast-growing, IT products,
solutions and services company that partners
with customers on building innovative
solutions enabling them to remain a step
ahead in coverage and distribution.

WE SERVE

..more

WHERE DHISIGMA CAN CONTRIBUTE ?

COVERAGE & DISTRIBUTION

TARGET

SETTING

COVERAGE & DISTRIBUTION

DHISIGMA WORKS WITH COMPANIES TO
Identify the "BEST" store for coverage. BEST stores keep Cost to Serve the
lowest with Maximum throughput.
Build efficient and effective route plans.
Dig out gaps and overlaps in the coverage
Improve sales person utilization and supply route optimization

TARGET SETTING
Better opportunity

Distributor A

Distributor B

20%

80%

Market Share

Vs.

Market Potential

As you know the key in setting the right sales
target is in identifying the true market
potential. Companies have a better
opportunity to increase sales volume for a
distributor with a less coverage compared to a
distributor with a saturated coverage. Not
covering a potential outlet translates to lost
opportunity.

DHISIGMA HELPS COMPANIES DEFINE
RIGHT MARKET POTENTIAL

PROCESS

More Sales Drives More Revenue. DhiSigma helps our customers expand
their coverage or increase the sales in the covered outlet using a gambit of
tools, technology and domain expertise.

Benchmark

DhiSigma helps benchmark
your existing coverage.
Identify opportunities by
analyzing gaps and
overlaps in coverage using
geospatial analytics

Market Survey

Highly customizable mobile
application and tools to
comb or survey the market.
Map based planning tools to
heat-maps highlighting the
areas surveyed DhiSigma
helps customer survey
every nook and corner

Select

Expand

Using innovative solutions
DhiSigma team helps in
identifying the next "BEST"
store with least cost to
serve and most throughput

Run with the best Sales
Routes and Sales plans for
new coverage. Set the right
targets for your Sales
Execuives

TECHNOLOGY
Mobile Application

Intelligent Selection

Easy to use mobile application for
combing, market survey etc. Mobile
application for managers to track the
progress real-time.

Find the "NEXT BEST STORE" using
geospatial analytics. Quality stores
means maximum throughput and least
cost to serve. Remove duplicate stores
using image processing.

Map based Plans and Reports

Automated Call Plan

Use maps to plan the areas for the
person to comb on a particular day.
Map based visualization with advanced
color coded heat-maps, system can
easily identify gaps in coverage,
combing etc

Using DhiSigma's Optimization engine
you can get automated sales routes
catering to your sales principles and
channel principles.

FMCG MAJOR REVAMPS
DISTRIBUTION

IN NUMBERS
users logged into the
DhiSigma mobile application in

A multi-national FMCG manufacturer
wanted to improve their sales by 30% by
increasing the number of stores directly
covered by their distributors. Using
DhiSigma's mobile application, data
collection web portal, data profiling and
data cleansing engine that utilizes image
processing and more the company
achieved a 30% increase in coverage.

1140
400 K

India to collect the customer
information

customers added

increase in number of stores

30%

added to coverage by FMCG
and 20% increase in revenue

GIVE US A MARKET TO DEMONSTRATE

CONTACT US
EMAIL
info@dhisigma.com

PHONE
+91 813-88-26601
+91 812-916-8370

WEB
www.dhisigma.com

